CURRENT STUDENTS

Wildlife & Fisheries Sciences Scholarships
Ceasar Kleberg Scholarship: Rebecca Castro, Monica Dooley, Leslie Hollie, Logan Wirth, Victoria Cruz, Benjamin Stanfill; Randall Record Memorial Scholarship: Stephen Berry; William C. Spalsbury Scholarship: Cayley Elsik; W. B. Davis Scholarship: Jordan Rogan, Charlayna Cammarata, Connor Unruh, Kelsee Anthony, Cameron Kramr, Madeline Jones, Minna Wong, Brittany Stamps, Trenton Pettigrew, Sarah Rowell; Daniel Wayne Lay: Mikaylyn Barnett; Lester Miyajima; Kallie Thornhill; Richard Baldauf Scholarship: Jordan Rogan, Charlayna Cammarata, Adrian Mendez-Jimenez, Bridgett Downs; Will Roach Scholarship: Jessica Gilbert, Jordan Rogan, Charlayna Cammarata, Adrian Mendez-Jimenez, Bridgett Downs.

Other Scholarships
Wildlife Disease Association: Charlayna Cammarata; Alliance for a Sustainable Amazon Award: Allison Collins; OGAPS Graduate Student Research and Presentation Travel Award: Yasmin Quintana Morales, Erin Buchholtz; Friends for Sunset Zoo Conservation Scholarship: Kristina Chyn.

Fellowships
Fulbright: Nikki Roach, Jessica Gilbert, Liliana Sierra; Australia Endeavour Research Fellowship: Kristina Chyn; TAMU Dissertation Fellowship: Caroline Arantes; OGAPS Graduate Diversity Fellowship: Jasmine Baloch, Chelsea Hidalgo, Viridiana Martinez; College of Agriculture and Life Sciences Excellence Fellowship: Amanda Beckman, Alexis Earl, Allison Guggenheimer, Jude Magaro; Tom Slick Graduate Research Fellowship: Luke Bower, Adrian Castellanos, Danielle Walkup.

Awards
2017 George W. Kunze Endowed Graduate Award: Nicole Angell; 2017 Neotropical Ichthyologic Association Best Student Poster Award: Yasmin Quintana Morales; 2017 International Ingredient Corporation Pinnacle Award: Fernando Yamamoto; 2017-18 Undergraduate Research Scholars: Katherine Carabajal, Madeline Jones, Annie Montgomery; Selected in Collegiate Conservation Program at Houston Zoo: Jennifer Borski; Undergraduate Research Program at Ecological Systems Laboratory were invited participants at the 2017 Research Opportunities and Resource Fair Undergraduate Research Expo.

FORMATION STUDENTS

Awards
2016-17 Association of Former Students Distinguished Graduate Student Award: Christopher Schalk ’16, Ph.D.; 2017 Sigma Xi Outstanding Science Communicator Award: Deborah Cowman ’05, Ph.D.

FACULTY

Awards
2017 Texas A&M University Veteran Resource and Support Center Recognition Program for Faculty Veteran Support: Dr. Delbert Gatlin III, Dr. Gary Voelker, and Dr. Lee Fitzgerald; Invited Panelist for 2017 LAUNCH Undergraduate Research Expo for Research Cultures and Mentoring Models and Student and Faculty Research Networking: Dr. Hsiao-Hsuan (Rose) Wang; Invited Participant in Species Range Shifts in a Warming World at NIMBioS Workshop at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville: Dr. Hsiao-Hsuan (Rose) Wang.